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LEADING DIGITAL MEDIA GROUP IN BALTIC STATES

- Our Mission: to serve 

democracy

- 30-year history

- Media segment: news portals, 

paper media, digital outdoor, 

classifieds

- We are the first ones to 

introduce digital subscriptions in 

every Baltic state, at the 

moment we are indisputable 

market leaders in that segment
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SHAREHOLDERS
Name Number of shares %

Hans H. Luik and company under his control 22 552 672 73.23%

Hans H. Luik 7 963 307 25.86%

OÜ HHL Rühm 14 589 365 47.37%

LHV Bank and funds managed by LHV Varahaldus 2 541 583 8.25%

Members of the Management Boards* 118 311 0.38%

Other minority shareholders 5 070 303 16.46%

Treasury shares 513 972 1.67%

TOTAL 30 796 841 100.0%

*Members of the Management Board of AS Ekspress Grupp and its key subsidiaries.
Majority shareholder: Hans H. Luik
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KEY STRENGHTS

 Market leaders in media digitalization (#of digital subscribers, share of real users & share of 

time spent)

 Providing high value to our ad customers, in these small language countries we have 

preserved our own advertising bubble

 Competitive strategy optimized for profitable growth 

 Valuable, sustainable and professional team
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The biggest problems media companies face

Unequal treatment of the players in the same 

markets

o The platforms don’t pay taxes in the regions 

where the turnover is made, local news media 

do

oData protection is not an issue for the big 

platforms, for the local news media it is

o Liability for the content does not apply for the 

platforms, for the local news media it does

oUnknown algorithms are creating info-bubbles 

and propagate hate-speech, local news 

media have to struggle with fake news
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National broadcasters expand to the digital 

areas

oNews portals are the descendants of daily 

newspapers, national broadcasters once didn’t 

have that format

oMedia companies are changing their business 

models, that are starting to earn from digital 

subscriptions

oPouring taxpayer’s money to create competing 

free of charge news portals is not right – it slows 

down private media business model change. 

There is no market barrier, competition is fierce. 
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How is the new Europan Public Sphere
going to solve these problems?
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oWe are strong believers of the private entrepreneurship

oMedia companies need their own customers and direct relationship with them 

oNews media don’t need help in creating new platforms, they need help in 

getting equal playground

oWe are sceptical that a new pan-European platform could solve the problems 

which were earlier mentioned

o There is no magic which will drive the users to the European platform

oWe need similar rights as the platforms do, and if this is impossible in the short run, 

we need support from the local governments to make our digital turnover 
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PROS of the platformization

o For the state services, it might be the right way to digitalize faster EU member 

states in all possible areas

o European cloud services from the data protection and security angle sound 

reasonable

o Single sign-on services could also help digitally not so advanced companies to 

take a faster speed in digitalizing their media assets

oGaining control or at least access to European Union user data in some way is a 

road to data sovreignity
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Thank you!


